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Il processo di trattamento delle acque si fonda sull’ossigenazione dei liquami da trattare al fine di nutrire i batteri che 
permettono il funzionamento dei sistemi SBR. 

FPZ, grazie alla collaborazione con i leader del trattamento acque a livello mondiale, ha sviluppato la sua gamma di soffianti 
per fornire l’areazione ottimale ai principali sistemi di diffusione a sostegno della fase di trattamento aerobica.

FPZ fornisce inoltre il supporto tecnico per la scelta della corretta soffiante in collaborazione con il team progettuale del 
cliente. 

Artificial wave systems

Systems for
wellness centres

Fish farming systems
FPZ blowers are used

for the oxygenation of fish farming tanks 
in order to keep the fish alive, 

both in fixed and mobile transport facilities.

FPZ blowers are the driving force 
behind systems for the creation 

of the delightful bubbles caused by air jets 
typical of hydro-massage facilities, 

both in small home spas
as well as large wellness centres.

FPZ blowers are fundamental 
for these imposing systems 

since their modular nature can handle 
large quantities of air 

both in pressure and vacuum. 

FPZ also works in collaboration with client 
design team to provide technical support 

in order to choose the correct blower.

Thanks to collaboration with global water 
treatment leaders, FPZ has developed 

a wide range of blowers and accessories 
specifically for the sector. 

FPZ is an Italian multinational company 
specialising in the production of 

blowers for use in the following sectors:

Compatible with
Roots systems

Accessories for
compression and vacuum

Adaptable
to plant size

Made in Italy
quality



Systems
for swimming pool

water treatment
Water purification

plants systems
FPZ blowers are one of the essential 

components for the aeration of purification 
tanks during the aerobic digestion process 

in water purification plants, 
both personal and industrial, 

and are compatible with Roots systems.

FPZ blowers are widely used 
in sports centres with swimming pools 

or in private swimming pools, 
both during the water purification phase 

and in the creation of hydro-massage areas 
or artificial waves.  
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FPZ
FPZ is the leading Italian producer of blowers 
and sector specialist.

Thanks to almost 40 years of experience in the design 
and production of blowers, today FPZ is also a point of 
reference in the important water treatment sector, 
with thousands of machines operative in thousands 
of facilities over the 5 continents.

FPZ is an Italian multinational company 
with 6 branches around the world 
in addition to an international distribution network.

For more information:
info@fpz.com - www.fpz.com

FPZ SpA are proud to appoint Taylor & Goodman as their 
UK service and field support partner. Operating from their 5 service 
and repair centres strategically located around the UK 
they offer a truly national support team to FPZ customers.

These centres offer a complete electrical/mechanical service, 
open 24/7 with many complimentary options such as 
on-site installation, commissioning and pipework systems 
with all work carried out by their own skilled engineers.  
Being factory trained by FPZ guarantees customers peace of mind 
that not only do Taylor & Goodman have the knowledge 
but also direct access to technical support and genuine parts 
from the manufacturer.


